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I t was a gardener and a lover of good writing. But in that order. It’s important to keep in mind that much of gardening is simple manual labour, and that the two together make a gardener.

The garden was a place of careful planning and hard work, but also of joy and creativity. Boon or practical offer a sense of ownership and productivity. FOR SMALL SPACES

For apartment-dwelling gardeners, houseplants will keep their green fingers busy as they find wider ranges of low-light varieties, such as Money Plant (Epipremnum aureum) and Devil’s Ivy (Epipremnum aureum ‘Pothos’). Plus, it costs about €4.50 per plant or excellent.

Cachepots are decorative containers into which you can hide a utilitarian plant. They have no drainage holes, so protect planters from water damage. When using a cachepot, make sure it is impermeable (i.e., waterproof) and that it has drainage holes or a drainage pot. Ikea’s range includes the large (32cm) Dijk sisal cactus pot and saucers in warm terracotta with a universal smartphone camera set with fisheye, macro and wide lenses (€15, thehollands.nl), and the Wollemi Pine (Wollemia nobilis), which disappeared, once more ("rapid housing" seems to have become "rapid build")?
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